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".Chasm Waxing explores the burgeoning technologies of next-generation robots, artificial
cleverness, virtual actuality, Bitcoin/ Blockchain 2..like Tom Clancy, Dan Brown, Wired, and a
priest wrote a novel.an epic adventure..."s headlines— It’s an authentic, apocalyptic, cyber-

techno-thriller; ripped from today’ -- Digital Underground ReviewChasm Waxing is the first novel
in the Chasm Trilogy.projected in to the calendar year 2020.Startup children, Becca Roberts

and Josh Adler, function for companies selected by the NSA's fresh venture capital and startup
accelerator firm.©General Shields, uses the accelerator to pursue an individual vendetta

against ISIS with micro-surveillance robots. He'll utilize the triumph as a springboard to create a
new, technically-savvy empire. Michaels All Rights Reserved Meanwhile, Josh's AI unexpectedly
discovers the positioning of an ancient spiritual relic with geopolitical implications. A crescent
moon waxes in the Middle East. Becca, Josh, General Shields, and Rahmati engage in their first

confrontation, impacting the global balance of power..0, hacking, driverless vehicles,
augmented fact, gamification, encryption, and quantum computing. However, the NSA Director—

2016 B.Muhammad Rahmati, an Iranian Quds Push Commander, employs his very own novel
suggestions to defeat ISIS.

continue reading

Page turner Cyber waxing is a great, engrossing browse. The cyber/tech, high-tech startup,
military, spook, and religion stuff is certainly accurate, well described, and woven into a
satisfying plot highly relevant in the current (2017) world. The personas are likeable and
interesting but somewhat flat, as is certainly common in genre literature. This is an amazing, well
written, well-planned novel. The copy editing is good however, not perfect, very good for what
I suppose is a self-published book. For me personally, the worst thing can be that it ends with a
lot set up for the next level of the trilogy, however the next volume isn't written yet! I'd definitely
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get it if it were available, to discover if Becca and Josh can save the USA! I came across
myself rooting for them to find the arc, rooting for them if they had been both fired from their
high tech cyber professions. I learned a lot about ISIS and the Middle East. I couldn't place it
down.) Outstanding Thrills, Smartly Written I am up late for two straight nights reading this book!
Since personality development is definitely vital that you me, I was expecting the personas in a
cyber thriller to be one-demensional . I still were able to pick up many things. B. Michaels will a
terrific job of building suspense in each chapter, intertwining two main plot lines that satisfy in
Part III. Would recommend. descriptions are i'm all over this. And the people are alive. I'm
deeply in love with Josh Adler! B. This book completely surpassed my expectations! Or he
achieved it for dramatic impact.. I have no idea.The author's depth of knowledge about tech,
politics, and religion is rare. Most author's don't have all three. I was surprised by his Biblical
knowledge as well. It had been very real rather than sci-fi-ish. I'd love to discover Chasm
Waxing converted to a movie. And I can't wait for the next reserve in the series. Excellent
read!? Of all the end moments types of novels I've read, there's never been one that can
compare with this that blends technology with a significant Muslim focus. I couldn't put down
this book in spite of its length. Cyber Thriller Magic This book was a classic science/technology
thriller.? After scanning this book, I found myself captivated by the tech world that B. Michaels
predicts. This tale provides many twists and turns. Michaels" reserve I wanted to learn more
about the Bible and I today listen to more in depth discussions about the center east. While I
know a whole lot about tech; Outstanding read! (I'll bet they do, but not until the third volume.
The writing is tight and it is a page-turner, or page-swiped in case you are on a Kinlde like me.
I can't wait for B. At first I wondered what I got gotten into, but then it sucked me in. Great
Read!! Very pleasurable and riveting. Review of Chasm Waxing This book really was surprising.
Michaels' following cyber thriller. It's also incredibly topical, highlighting tomorrow's technology
in a believable manner that increases the plot. Michaels really provides thought-provoking
information regarding the center East and cyber-warfare. Aside from the characters, the best
thing about this publication was his handling of artificial intelligence. I look forward to his next
installment. A friend from function recommended this book to me A friend from function
recommended this book to me. After reading B. It's a taut thriller.! Best read of the Summer This
by far has been the best read of the Summer. This story is very exclusive and captivating,
building suspense, chapter after chapter. B. I recommend Chasm Waxing. OMG!! I'm hooked for
another book. Great Read! The only part I did not like was that there was so much explanation
of the technical principles and military structure interspersed with the tale itself, that it felt
actually disjointed and took from the suspense. I am looking for the next publication in the
trilogy known as 'Chasm Waning' but I can't find it? I have to admit that I am not a technology
geek or a Biblical scholar, and while I am thinking about the middle East I have to admit that I
just know a surface quantity of info about Isis. ? Cool concept, frightening potential reality Very
interesting. The tale of Becca and Josh was well toned and filled with snappy dialogue.
Michaels must work for the CIA or NSA, as a authorities censor marked up the publication,
especially in areas related to hacking. I finished reading this book in only three days because I
just couldn't put it down. If you're looking to expand your knowledge of the tech globe, politics
and religion while also enjoying an excellent read, this is the book for you! Highly recommend
giving it a shot! :-) Great story This book is unlike anything I've ever read; the storyline is
intriguing and unique. It seriously has something for everyone. The tech.
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